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FUBINI THEOREMS FOR 
BORNOLOGICAL MEASURES 
M a E. BALLVE — P. JIMENEZ GUERRA 
(Communicated by Miloslav Duchon) 
ABSTRACT. A theorem about the existence of the tensor product of bornologi-
cal measures is proved and two Fubini theorems are stated for a bilinear integral 
in convex bornological spaces. 
It is well known tha t the tensor product of two vector measures need not 
always exist, even in the case of measures valued in the same Hilbert space 
and being the bilinear mapping (used in its definition) the corresponding inner 
product (see for instance [4] and [11]). H u n e y c u t t has proved in [13] the 
existence of the tensor product of two Banach valued measures of bounded vari-
ation, offering an integral representation of this product measure , proving also a 
Fubini theorem in tha t context. Several authors have given sufficient conditions 
for the existence of the tensor product measure, including the case of measures 
valued in locally convex spaces ([8], [9], [10], [12], [13], [21], [22] and others) . 
In [20] a bilinear integral is defined in the context of the locally convex spaces 
which contains the countable case of the Bartle integral [3] and which allows 
to s ta te the existence of the tensor product of two measures valued in locally 
convex spaces under certain conditions, extending the results ment ioned before 
about this question. Later some Fubini theorems have been established in [12] 
for this integral. 
As it is pointed out in [5], vector measures and integrable functions (with 
respect to scalar measures) with values in a large class of locally convex spaces are 
actually measures or functions valued in a normed space EB • This bornological 
character is even more remarkable in the Radon-Nikodym type theorems for 
locally convex spaces, where the proofs usually involve an embedding in an 
appropr ia te Banach space EB and an application of the result for Banach spaces . 
A M S S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n (1991): Primary 28B05. Secondary 46G10. 
K e y w o r d s : Bornological measure, Convex bornological space, Control measure, Inte-
grable function, Tensor product measure. 
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Also, the results s tated in [2] about the dual of the Lp spaces for functions 
valued in locally convex spaces (and scalar measures) make clear the usefulness 
of the s tudy made in [1] about the Lp spaces for functions valued in convex 
bornological spaces (and scalar measures). 
Similar facts and the pronounced bornological character of the bilinear in-
tegrat ion theory developed in [20] show the fitness of making a development of 
a similar bilinear integration theory in the context of the convex bornological 
spaces, which presents between other applications the possibility of obtaining 
results about the representation of bounded linear operators and the derivation 
of bornological measures not only with respect to scalar measures (as it is made 
in [6]) but also with respect to bornological measures. 
Clearly the integration defined in [20] can be obtained from the integral in-
t roduced here considering in the locally convex topological vector spaces the cor-
responding von Neumann bornologies. Also in the part icular case of scalar mea-
sures, the integrable functions used here coincide with the bornological Bochner 
integrable functions defined in [5]. In this paper a theorem about the existence 
and the integral representation of the tensor product of two bornological mea-
sures is proved, and two Fubini theorems are stated for functions valued in 
convex bornological spaces and bornological measures. These results contain in 
several cases (for instance if the considered locally convex topological vector 
spaces satisfy the strict Mackey condition (in the sense of Definition 3 of [14])) 
the corresponding results of [12], [19] and [20]. 
For questions about bornological spaces we remit ourselves to [15], [16], [17] 
and [18], and for the properties of bornological measures to [5] and [6]. 
Pre l iminar ie s 
Let £ be a cr-algebra of subsets of a set ft and E a separated convex 
bornological space tha t we will ever suppose to be regular (i.e. its bornological 
dual separates the points of K, see for instance [18]). A mapping m: S —• E is 
said to be a bornological measure (see [5]) if 
m U An ) = ] L Ш ( A » ) 
holds for all sequences (^4n)neN of pairwise disjoint members of E . 
It is clear t h a t if E is a locally convex topological vector space which satisfy 
the strict Mackey condition (see [14]), then every E-valued topological (count­
able additive) measure is also a bornological measure when we consider the space1 
E endowed with its von Neumann homology. 
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The bornological measures present some special peculiarities in comparison 
with topological measures, thus the property about the boundedness of the range 
of a measure with values in a locally convex topological vector space and the 
Orlicz-Pettis theorem for these kind of measures do not admit a direct t ranslat ion 
for bornological measures. For instance, if the space L 1 ( [0 ,1 ] , fi) is endowed 
with the compact bornology, where /i denotes the Lebesgue measure , and E is 
the O-algebra of Lebesgue measurable subsets of [0,1] , then the set mapping 
???,: £ —• L 1 ( [0 ,1] , fi) with m(A) = \ A > is
 a bornological measure bu t ra(S) 
is not relatively compact (see [5]). More questions about bornological measures , 
relations with the topological measures and examples can be found in [5] and 
[6]. 
T e n s o r p r o d u c t of borno log ica l m e a s u r e s 
Let (X, 93 i ) , (y , 932) and (Z, ©3) be three separated convex bornological 
spaces, Z being complete, and consider a bounded bilinear mapping b from 
X x y into Z (we will write xy for b(x,y)) and an y -va lued bornolog-
ical measure (3 defined on a O-algebra S of subsets of a set ft. Following 
G r o t h e n d i e c k ' s notat ion, for every B G 93i XB denotes (and similarly 
in the other spaces) the subspace of X generated by B endowed with the topol-
ogy defined by the Minkowski functional qs of B (in XB ). 
T h e measure /3 is said to be of bounded b-semivariation if 
k(5Bl) = I jsd/3: seSBl\ ЄQЗ3 
for every absolutely convex bounded set B\ G 931 , where SBI denotes t h e family 
of all B\ -valued simple functions defined on ft ( the simple functions and their 
integrals are defined as usual). From now on the measure /3 will be assumed to 
be of bounded semivariation. 
A set N G S is a (/?, b)-null set if H/^HB^Ba = 0 f ° r every pair of absolutely 
convex sets B\ G 931 and H3 G '©3 such that h(SBi) Q H3 , and 
Hi 
v \ n 
\\P\\BUB3(A) = snp\ qB3[ I s d/3 I : s G SBl,
 sxQ^A = 0 
for every A G S . We say that the measure ft satisfies the (*,b)-condition if for 
every pair of absolutely convex sets B\ G 93i and 2?3 G 933 with Ib(SBi) -= ̂ 3 , 
there exists a measure UBi,B3' S —> M
+ such t h a t | |/3||Bi,B3 ^ VBi,&3 i
1^-
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lim ||/3||Bi,B3(-4) = 0 ) . If there exists a measure v: S —> R
+ such 
tha t | | / 3 | | B I , B 3 <C v for every pair of absolutely convex sets B i G ® i and 
B3 G ®3 verifying h(SBx) Q I?3 , then it is said tha t the measure /? satisfies 
the (** ,6)-condit ion and iv is called a control measure of /? ( then we write 
ll/JIUoO. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1. A function f: ft —•• X w said to be ((3, b)-measurable if there 
exists a sequence (fn) of X-valued simple functions which is a.e. Mackey con-
vergent io f (i.e. there exists a (fl,b)-null set N G S and an absolutely convex 
bounded set B\ G 93i such that (fn(t)) converges to f(t) in XBX for all 
ten\N). 
A (/?, b) -measurable function / : fi —» X is (/3,b)-integrable if there exists 
a sequence ( / „ ) of X-valued simple functions, a (/?,b)-null set N G S and an 
absolutely convex bounded set £?i G 93i such that ( / n ( 0 ) converges to f(t) in 
KBl for all t G D \ N and 
Hm 5B3 I Ifndfí] = 0, 
.flaí^)— ° \ j 
this limit being uniform in n G N , for every completing absolutely convex 
bounded set B$ G 933 (note that (ZB3,<1B3) is a Banach space since H3 is com-
pleting) such tha t J6(SBi) £ I?3 • Such a sequence is called a B\-approximating 
sequence of the function f. If the measure /? satisfies the (*, b)-condition, then 
lim J fnd/3 = J f d(3 
for every A G S . When N = 0 the function / is said to be strong (/?, b)-integr-
able. 
It can be proved in s tandard way that every essentially bounded (/?, b) -measur-
able function is (/?, b)-integrable, from which there follows easily the following: 
B O U N D E D CONVERGENCE THEOREM. If (fn) is a sequence of 
(f3,b)-integrable functions which is a.e. Mackey convergent to a function 
f: Q —+ X, (J fn(ft) G 93i and there exists a B\-approximating sequence 
nGN 
of fn, for every n G N, Hi being an absolutely convex bounded subset of X 
which contains [J fn(fl), then the function f is also (ft, b)-integrable, there 
nGN 
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exists a B\-approximating sequence of f and 
\im j fn df3 = J f d/3 
holds for every A G E . 
If A is a cr-algebra of subsets of a set ft' and a: A —• X is a bornological 
measure , then in s t andard way, if there exists one and only one bornological 
measure a (g) f3: A (g) E —» Z (as usual A (g E denotes the O-algebra generated 
by A x E ) such tha t the equality 
a®P(AxC) = b(a(A),p(C)) 
holds for every pair (A, C) G A x E , then the measure a ® / ? is called the tensor 
product (bornological) measure of a and (3. 
T H E O R E M 2 . Let A be a cr-algebra of subsets of a set ft' and a: A —> X a 
bornological measure. If the measure j3 satisfies the (** ,b)-condition and there 
exists an absolutely convex set B\ G 93i such that a: A —> XBX is a countably 
additive vector measure1, then there exists the tensor product measure 
a Cg (3: A eg) E —:• Z, the mapping a(U*): ft —• X, defined by a(U')(t) = a(Uf) 
for every t G ft. is (f3,b)-integrable and 
h°' a®ß(U)= / a(U') dß (2.1) 
holds for every U G A ® £ (U' being as usual the t-section of U, for every 
ten). 
P r o o f . Let B G 931 be an absolutely convex set such tha t a(A)U B^ C B 
( remark tha t a(A) is a bounded set of (XBX , qBx) ) and let us denote by £ 
the family of all measurable sets U G A eg) E such tha t the function a(U') is 
(/i, b)-integrable and it has a B -approximating sequence. Then clearly 
A x E C £ and ft' x ft \ U G £ for every U G <£. Moreover, if (Un) C £ 
is an increasing sequence the same happens with (Un) for every t G ft, and 




1 It follows from [5, Corollary 8] that this condition holds in particular if the space A is 
infra-Schwartz (see [15]) or if it has a basis formed by completing absolutely convex bounded 
sets Hi such that V # . does not contain any copy of /°° . 
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holds for every t G Q,, and it follows from the bounded convergence theorem that 
the function a ( IJ Un) is (/?, 6)-integrable and it has a J?-approximating 
L^neN ' J 




then A is a bornological measure, since for every sequence (Un) of pairwise 
disjoint sets of A 0 E it is deduced from the bounded convergence theorem that 
A[ \JUn) = lim fa \( \JUk\\ d/3 = l i m £ I a(U{) dp = £ \(Un), 
VnGN / £ l\k=l ) \ k=l £ n=l 
from where the result follows easily. 
Fubini theorems 
Let (X{, *Bi) be a separated convex bornological space for i = 1,... 6, which 
will be supposed complete if i = 4 ,5 ,6 , and consider four bounded bilinear 
mappings b\: X\ x X2 —» X±, b2: X3 x X\ —> K5 , 63: K5 x X2 —> X$ and 
64: X3 x X4 —i> XQ such that 
h [62(^3,xi),x2] = 64[x3,b1(x1,x2)] 
for every X{ 6 l . (i = 1,2,3). 
a : A —> Ki and /?: E —> X2 will denote two bornological measures ( A and 
E are as before two cr-algebras of subset of ft' and ft respectively) verifying 
the following conditions: 
i) There exists an absolutely convex set B\ G 2$i such that 
o : A —> (X\)BX is a countably additive vector measure. Let us de-
note by B[ G 2$i an absolutely convex set such that a(A) U B\ C B\ . 
ii) The measure /? is of bounded 63-semivariation and it satisfies the 
(**,bi)-condition for i = 1,3. 
Under the last two conditions, Theorem 2 states the existence of the product 
measure a eg) ft whose integral representation is given by (2.1). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let x3 G X3 and U G A X E, then the function 
b2[x3,a(U')] is ((3,b3)-integrable and 
Ib2[x3,a(t/')] d/3 = b4[x3,a®P(UJ]. (3.1) 
n 
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P r o o f . Let B$ = b2(x3, B[) and <£ the family of all sets U G A (g) £ such 
that b2 [2,3,0.(17"*)] is a (/?, 63).-integrable function having a B5-approximating 
sequence and (3.1) holds. If U = Ai x A2 G A x E , then a(U*) = a(A\)xA , 
b2[x3,a(U)] = h[xz,a(Ai)] and 
b4[x3,a^/3(A1 xA2)] = b4[x3,b1(a(A1)J(A2))] = b3[b2(x3,a(A1))j(A2)] 
= Jb2[x3,a(U*)] dp. 
o 
Moreover, if U € € , then it is easily proved that fi' x fi \ U G £ and for 
every increasing sequence (Un) C £ we have that (62 [#3,o.(£7n)]) converges to 
62 £3,af f |J UnJ J (in (X5)B5 ) for every t e l l and 
' n Є N 
\J b2[x3,a(Un)} G 6 2 | x 3 ,a(A)] C B5 , 
ten 
from where it is deduced by the bounded convergence theorem that the function 
a ( U Un j is (/?, 63)-integrable, it has a .B5-approximating sequence and 
' n Є N 
fe4 z 3 , a ® / ? ( U ^ " ) = Um 64 [*3, a ® £(£!»)] = lim f b2[x3,a(Un)} d/? 
Now the result follows immediately. 
n 
PROPOSITION 4. 7/ / = ]T £fcX{/ : ft' x fl —> .X3 w A simple function, then 
k=l k 
n 
the function / t = ]T) xkXrj t: il' -^ X3 is (a, b2) -integrable for every t G fi. 
A r = l * 
the function 




is (/?, 03) -integrable and 
J fda®p = j( J ft da) dp. (4.1) 
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P r o o f . It is an immediate consequence of Proposition. 3. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let (Un)neN C A eg) E be a pairwise disjoint sequence and 
L?3 £ 553 . B& £ 936 iwo absolutely convex bounded sets such that h4{SB3) C Be . 
If the measure a satisfies the (*,b2)-condition, then 
B l imJ | a®/? | | B j , B A ( J Uk\ 
n _ *°° \k>n / 
0. (5.1 > 
P r o o f . If (5.1) does not hold there exists e > 0 and a sequence ( /n) C SB3 
such that fnXn,xUXUUk = 0 and 
Jfc>n 
/ / . 9B6 ( / /n dc*®/i I > e. 
rn 
If £5 = 62(-S3,-Bi), fn = £ <Xv ,n being {V/
1}-^ C A ^ E a pairwise disjoint 
i = l 
family such that j j ^ C \J U3 and {x
n}rt^ C B3 , and 





for every t £ ft and n £ N, then h2{Bs) C 2?5 and the inequality 
limoB5[gn(r)] < l im |H | f l 3 i B 5 ( ( J UM = 0 
\ > > n / 
holds for every r £ ft and (since the measure ft satisfies the (**, b3)-condition) 
there follows from Egoroff's theorem (for the Banach valued case, [7, p. 41]) 
the existence of a measurable set A £ E such that | | ^ | | B 5 , B 6 ( . 4 ) < -̂ - and the 
sequence (gn) converges to zero in {X5)B5 uniformly on ft \ A, and therefore, 
there exists no £ N such that 
qBl[9n(t)] <e/2 | | j9| |B 5 ,B 6(n)
 2 
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Чв6 J fn da®A =ÍB6 y(f^62(<,a((V;")
())) d/J 
ӣ'xӣ / L n г _ 1 
-^5ii7.n £ roJll3Hg'-B'(fí) + lll3HB"B«^)- ; e ' 2 I I P | | B 5 , Ů 6 ( " ) 
which is a contradict ion. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 6. If the measure a verifies the (* ,b2)-condition, then the 
product measure a (g> /? verifies the (*,64) -condition. Moreover if a verifies 
the (** ,b2)~ condition, then the measure a® ft verifies the (**,64)-condition and 
if \, \i are two control measures of a and /3 respectively, then A ® fi is a 
control measure of a (g) /? . 
P r o o f . Let H3 G ^ 3 and H,5 G ®6 be two absolutely convex sets such t h a t 
h4(S3) Q Be and B5 = b2(B3,B[). If the measure a verifies the (*, 62)-con­
dition, then there exist two measures \B3,B5 • A —> E
+ a n d /I: E —» R + such 
t h a t | M | B 3 , B 5 <
 AB3,Bs a n d \\P\lB5,B6 < /i (clearly h3(SB5) Q B6). 
If U G A (g) E verifies t h a t A#3>jg5 (g Li(U) = 0, then there follows from the 
Fubini theorem for scalar measures the existence of a measurable set A G E 
such t h a t fi(Q \ A) = 0 and \B3,B5(U





1)] d/3+ J b2[x3,a(V
1)] d/3 = 0 
A n\A 
for every x 3 G # 3 and V G A eg E with F C U. From which it follows t h a t 
| | * ® 0 | | B , , B . ( - I ) - - O . 
Moreover, if there exists e > 0 such t h a t for every n G N we can found 
Un G A (g E with AB3..B5 ® KUn) < \ n and ||/5||B3,B6(f
7n) > £ , then if 
Vn = | J £/,-, W„ = V„ \ V„+i and V = f| V„ we have tha t 
i>n n£N 
||/?||B3;B6(Un) < | |« ® 0 | |B„fl . (Wn) + | |« ® ) 8 | | B „ B , ( V ) , 
from which a contradiction follows since \\a (g /? | |B3 ,B6(F) = 0 and it results 
from Proposit ion 5 tha t 
l i m | | a ® / 3 | | B „ B , ( W B ) = 0 . 
n 
The remainder of the proof follows now easily from the preceding. 
If \\ß\\B5,B6{tt) = 0, then the result is trivial. 
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T H E O R E M 7. If A is a a-algebra of subsets of a set ft", 7 : A —> A~3 is 
a bornological measure such that 7 : A —> XB3 is a countably additive vector 
measure for some absolutely convex set B$ E ®3 and the measure a verifies 
the (**,62)-condition, then the product measures (7 ® a) ® /J and 7 ® (a 0 3) 
exist, they coincide and the equality 
n '•si' 
d/9 
ho/d^ /o r every U E A® Acg)£ (U(5>') bemg as w ^ a / the (s, ^ -sec t ion of U for 
every pair (s,t) E ft' x ft). 
P r o o f . It follows immediately from Theorem 2 and Proposi t ion 6. 
T H E O R E M 8. Let us suppose the existence of two measures A: A —-• M + 
and fi: S —> R + such that IMI&2 ^ ^> ll/'ll&s ^ ^ and the (a Cg) 0,b4)-null 
sets and the A Cg) /i-null sets coincide. If f: ft' Cg) ft —• X3 23 an essentially 
bounded (a (g) /?, b^-integrable function, then the function ft: ft' —-> A3 . defined 
by ft(t) = f(s,t) for every s E ft', w (a,b2)-integrable for almost all t E ft 
ana7 ttie function F: ft —• A5 such taat 
F{t) = J ft da 
is (fi,b%)~integrable when ft is (a,b2)-integrable, and 
(8.1) / /da®/3 = / í / / t da) d/3. 
P r o o f . In fact, there exists an absolutely convex set # 3 E ^ 3 , a 
( a (g) /3, 64)-null set N and a sequence of simple functions / ^ n ) : ft' x ft —• A'3 
such tha t / ( f t ' x ft \ N) | J /<n)(ft ' x ft \ N) C H3 , ( /
( n ) ( M ) ) converges to 
nGN 
f(s,t) in (X3)Bs for every pair (s,t) E ft' x ft \ N and 
Since 
lim í / ( n ) da®/3= í f da®0. 
fi'xíí ďxíl 
\®n(N)= í \(N)' d/í, 
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there exists a Li-null set JV2 E S such that X(N
l) = 0 for every t £ £l\N2 and 
the sequence ( / , (s)) converges to ft(s) (in (X^)B3 ) for every t £ Sl\N2 and 
$ E Q' \ Nl . Thus , since the function / is a eg) /3-essentially bounded, it results 
that the function ft is (a, b2)-integrable for every t £ ft \ N2 , and 
Yim J f\n) da = j ft da, (8.2) 
in (X5)#6 #5 being an absolutely convex bounded subset of X5 such tha t 
b2(B3,B[)CB5. 
It results from Proposit ion 4, the bounded convergence theorem and (8.2) 
tha t the function F is (/?, b3)-integrable and 
Jғ(t)dß.= ìimjl Jft da\ dß, 
O O ^ O' / 
from where by Proposit ion 4 we obtain (8 .1) . 
T H E O R E M 9. With the notations of the last theorem, if the measure a verifies 
the (*,b2)-condition and / : W x 0 —> X$ is a strong (a Cg) (3, b4)-integrable 
function such that f(Q' x 0 ) £ 9$3 , then the function ft is (a, b2)-integrable 
for almost every t £ O , the function F is (j3,b3)-integrable and (8.1) holds. 
P r o o f . It is enough to proceed like in the proof of Theorem 8. 
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